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The purpose of How to Walk in the Footsteps of Jesus and the Prophets is to enable the Christian

pilgrim and tourist to look up a Biblical site quickly in its alphabetical form, read the Biblical

references, and travel to the sites throughout Israel and the Kingdom of Jordan.
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Hela Crown-Tamir is Bible-believing Christian who has lived in Israel since 1982. She underwent the

rigorous educational standards of the Israel Ministry of Tourism Guide School in geology,

archaeology, history, and religion. Having led thousands of Christian pilgrims, and leading Christian

ministries to the various historical and spiritually significant sites in Israel, Hela's new handy

reference book will become a standard for all Christian pilgrims retracing the steps of Jesus and the

Prophets.

Had the honor of having the author for a guide on my last trip to Israel. This little jewel (book and

author) was a Godsend. You can look up where you will be in advance and not say later, "Gosh I

wish I'd known about that". After the trip it is an excellent resource for gathering your notes and

remembering exactly where a picture was taken. It is not pushy on religion and can be enjoyed as

much by other faiths or folks that aren't religious.

I purchased several books to help me reviewing the places I want to see when in Israel. Comparing

the many books I have, I LOVE this book. It was the perfect book to start with, including Bible



references. I selected all the places which I found interesting to visit from this book. All the other

books mentioned the same sights with maybe a bit more information which was easily added to my

list. So convenient to have it in alphabetical order, too. A great find to make your first trip memorable

for sure!

I currently use this volume in the study of the Word of God, not as a boots-on-the-ground

guidebook. It provides valuable and succinct information and an eye witness approach towards the

geographical sites of many Biblical events.I have the Kindle edition and consider it to be well

thought out overall and the graphics display quite well in almost all instances. I would not consider

the Kindle edition to be quite as "handy" as a hard-copy would be but it is usable and I have

depended upon it along with my Biblical atlases and charts for the teaching of others about Bible

events, Jesus Christ and our walk in the Body of Christ today.One day my wife and I will travel to

Israel and will expect that this volume will be of great assistance at that time.

This book is awesome .My wife and I are taking a pilgrimage to the holy land this summer. We plan

to go to Jordan and Israel. I have been taking notes from this book as our itinerary dictates. In depth

notes with Bible versus to go with it. This was a great buy and just what I needed.

This is a MUST HAVE with you when you tour the Holy Land..either by yourself or with a group.

Keep the book with you as you travel the Holy Land. In it the author tells you a short historical

description and more importantly gives you Bible verses where it is mentioned in the Bible so that

you can really get into the meaning and feelings of the Holy Land. The book is set up in alphabetical

order by the name of the locations... very easy to follow and locate your area. I highly recommend

this book as a carry along book on your trip to the Holy Land. It will add more meaning and insight

into the experience.

This is the perfect book for groups that are going to Israel. It is very informative and full of facts

about the biblical history of Israel. There are scripture references for each biblical site that most

groups visit. It has maps,illustrated pictures and charts that are user friendly. The book is about half

as wide as a sheet of paper and easily fits into your back pocket. I highly recommend this book to

Christian Pastors and everyone else who goes on tour in Israel.

My friend traveling in Israel (to whom I gifted this book) just texted me that the whole tour takes



turns looking at her "travel guide" ... it is so thorough, helpful and accurate!

This is a wonderful little book that contains scriptural references for virtually all of the traditional

Christian sites in Israel. It is invaluable to take along when viewing the various religious sites so that

their biblical mention can be easily found and read. When I lead tours to the Holy Land, this book is

one of three that I advise visitors to consider taking with them (the others are, "Holy Land" by

Jerome Murphy-O'Connor, and "The Millennium Guide for Pilgrims to the Holy Land", by James H.

Charlesworth.
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